1. The theory of economic drain of India
British imperialism was propounded
by

4. Alamatti Dam is situated on which
river?

8. Which Bank has the largest number of
branches in India?

9. State Bank of India financial
5. Gandhi Sagar Dam is a part of which of
2. Which one of the following areas of

the following?

India produces largest amount of
cotton?

10. ...... increases levels of bilirubin in the
blood.

6. Which among the following books was
3. Consider the following rivers
1. Kishanganga
2. Ganga
3. Wainganga
4. Penganga
The correct sequence of these rivers
when arranged in the North-South
direction is

Headquarters is located at

authored by a lady of the Mughal
Royal House?

11. Which country or countries will host

7. The planets on either side of the Earth

12. Who won the Arjuna Award for cricket

are

World Cup Cricket in 2015?

in the year 2014?

13. Where did Gautam Buddha attain

24. An auto rickshaw is moving at speed

Parinirvana?

of 40km/h for 2 h 30 min. If he reaches
the destination in another 1 h, then
the total distance covered by the auto
rickshaw will be

14. Lord Mahavira died at

15. First Indian to win an Oscar Award

25.

0. 0169 ´ B = 13
. . What is the
value of B?

35. One term in the number series is
wrong. Find out the wrong term.
125, 126, 124, 127, 123, 129

36. One term in the number series is
wrong. Find out the wrong term.
105, 85, 60, 30, 0, - 45, - 90
-

37. In each of the following questions a
26. What is the cube root of 0.000216?
16. Who is called the Father of Indian
Cinema?

27. Deepak said to Nitin, ‘That boy playing
with the football is the younger of the
two brother of the daughter of my
father’s wife.’ How is the boy playing
football related to Deepak?

17. Universal receivers can receive blood

grand-daughter is the only daughter
of my brother.’’ How is the woman
related to Abhijit?

29. If the word PORTER can be coded as

39. The speed of a bus is 72 km/h. The

28. Pointing to a woman, Abhijit said, ‘‘Her
blood pressure called?

19. Name the continent where ‘Tundra’

38. In each of the following questions a
word has been given, followed by four
other words, one of which cannot be
formed by using the letters of the
given word. Find that word.
OBSTETRICIAN

from

18. What is instrument for measuring

word has been given, followed by four
other words, one of which cannot be
formed by using the letters of the
given word. Find that word.
CONSTRUCTION

MBNZQN. How can REPORT be
written?

distance covered by the bus in 5 s is

type of climate is found?

40. If a student can read 15 pages in
20. Which is NOT a Greenhouse Gas?

30. If in a code language, STARK is written
as LBFMG and MOBILE is written as
TNRSPJ. How is BLAME written in that
code?

21. Umesh direcltly went from P to Q
which 9 ft distant. Then, he turns to
the right and walked 4 ft. After this he
turned to the right and walked a
distance which is equal from P to Q.
Finally he turned to the right and
walked 3 ft. How far is he now from P?

then turns left and walks 6 km. Again
he turns right and walks 9 km. Finally
he turns to his right and walks 6 km.
How far is he from the starting point?

41. Who is NOT a Cabinet Minister in the
GOI as on 15 Oct, 2014?

31. Find the relationship as expressed in
given pair.
GOOD : BAD :: ROOF : ?

42. Who is a Cabinet Minister in GOI as on
32. Find the relationship as expressed in

22. Shyam walks 5 km towards East and

24 min, then the time taken to read a
book of 60 pages is

Oct, 2014?

given pair.
Man : Biography :: Nation : ?

33. Find the relationship as expressed in
given pair.
Fog : Visibility :: Aids : ?

43. ‘Rani-ki-vav’ an eleventh century step
well which was included in the world
Heritage Sites list is located in .....
district of Gujarat.

23. A man bought an article and sold it at
a gain of 5%. If he had bought it at 5%
less and sold it for ` 1 less, he would
have made a profit of 10% The CP of
the article was
`
`
`
`

34. Find the relationship as expressed in
given pair.
Scissors : Lever :: Toothed wheel : ?

44. Gariphema, which has been declared
India’s first tobacco free village is
located in?

45. Cancer is a disease where we find
uncontrolled

46. If the lens in eye becomes opaque, the
disease is called

56. The Change of State directly from solid
to gas called

57. Which of the following is used
for measurement of high
temperatures?

47. In which city is the Indian Institute of
58. What is H2O commonly known as?

which industry?

country?

68. Shri Narendra Modi Assumed Office of
PM on

69. A Programme to augment power to

Petroleum (IIP) located?

48. Jalandhar in Punjab is famous for

67. Buenos Aires is the Capital of which

rural areas as announced in the
Budget speech 2014-15 is named after

59. Which one of the following elements is
used in the manufacture of fertilizers?

70. Joint Parliamentary Session are
chaired by the

49. The Governor of a State can be

60. UIDAI stands for

removed by

71. How many non-permanent members
are there in the Security Council?

50. Who among the following advises the
president to impose the President’s
Rule in the State?

61. Huen Tsang famous Chinese traveller
to India memorial is located at

62. In which landmark judgement did the
51. National Rural Livelihood Mission has

Supreme Court of India lay down
guidelines against sexual harassment
of women at workplace

been launched

52. BKS Iyengar, Who was awarded Padma
Vibhushan in 2014 died in August
2014. He was associated with?

53. What is the minimum broadband

train run in India?

election to the Lok Sabha is

73. The National Integration Council (NIC)
is chaired by the

74. Sargasso Sea is found in which Ocean?

63. Which monument was built to
commemorate the visit of King George
V and Queen Mary to Bombay?

75. October 2, the birthday of Mahatma
Gandhi is internationally observed as

64. Next to Delhi which is the most
populated Union Territory in India?

speed prescribed by Telecom
Regulatory Authority of India?

54. Between which stations did the first

72. The minimum age to qualify for

76. Bhagat Singh and BK Dutt threw
bombs in the Legislative Assembly as a
protest aginst.

65. Termination of sitting of a House
without any definite date being fixed
for the next sitting is called

77. Which of the following cities has been
55. Which is a Paramilitary Force?

66. In which country FIFA World Cup 2018
will be played?

chosen to be the headquarters of the
new development bank to be
established by BRICS countries?

78. ..... of the Constitution of India lays
down provision for power of the
Supreme Court to review its own
judgements.

79. Surajkund Crafts Mela is celebrated in
the month of

86. A man took loan from a bank at the
rate of 12% per annum simple interest.
After 3 yr he had to pay ` 5400 interest
only for the period. The principal
amount borrowed by him was
`
`
`
`

93. Telangana became the 29th State of
union India on

94. Who was appointed as the Executive
Chief Officer of Infosys on 11 June,
2014?

87. All of the following are examples of
real security and privacy risks except.

95. National Song ‘Vande Mataram’ has

80. Sonepur the venue of one of the
largest cattle fairs is located in which
of the following States?

88. ...... the set of instructions that tells the

been taken from

computer what to do is?

96. Where is Statue of Liberty located
81. The salary of a worker is first increased
by 5% and then it is decreased by 5%.
What is the change in his salary?

89. ...... is the heart of the computer and
this is where all the computing is
done.

97. Who is the Sanskrit poet called as the
Indian Shakespeare?

82. If 0 < k < 1, then the greatest among
the following is

83. Present ages of Sameer and Anand are
in the ratio of 5 : 4 respectively. Three
years, hence the ratio of their ages will
become 11 : 9 respectively. What is
Anand’s present age in years?

90. Name the African country that will
use India-made Electronic Voting
Machines (EVMs) in the presidential
election, scheduled in November
2014.

98. Which of the following books has
been written by Vikram Seth?

99. Name the opinion poll which gave
91. Name the India Navy ship that was
84. Some students planned a picnic. The
budget for food was ` 500. But, 5 of
them failed to go and thus the cost of
food for each member increased by
` 5. How many students attended the
picnic?

85. If 16% of x = 128, then 125% of x
equals

dedicated to the nation by Prime
Minister Narendra Modi on 14 June,
2014?

closest predication of election results in
the recently concluded general
elections?

92. Which party of South Africa won the
national elections for the fifth time is a
row on 9 May, 2014?

100. As a prince where was Ashoka sent to
suppress the revolt?

